Autumn 2015 Newsletter
News from the clinic: What a strange summer we had! It was not that hot but we definitely treated many snake
bites and we saw them very early in the season. We hope you are enjoying the Autumn weather.
This issue covers: pentosan in horses, puppy school, bring your horse into our Yarrambat clinic,
emergency vet on call, and s*eparation anxiety. Please let us know if you would like an issue covered
and we can put it in the newsletter.
Vet Kate Harslett will be leaving early May to have her baby - we wish her all the best and she will be
back working again in 12 months.
We also have a new Vet Paul Grant who looks forward to meeting all of our lovely clients.

THE VETS : Chris, Suzanne, Andrew, Rob, Kathy, Kate Harslett, Kate Norman, and our newest vet Paul Grant

THE NURSES : Karen, Elisha, Abbey, Victoria, Lara, Lucy, Maree, Jackie, and Sinead
THE GROOMER : Maree

Pentosan for HORSES
(For a longer, more active riding future joint health is critical)
If you have noticed; stiffness, lameness, joint swelling, change in gait or you just want to support your horses joints,
early treatment will prolong your riding future.
Pentosan and Pentosan Gold Pentosan, a nutraceutical with impressive anti-inflammatory properties.It works along
the same lines as all of our other joint supplements: It helps to combat inflammation by stopping the release, or
preventing the action, of inflammatory mediators. Some studies have found it to be 10 times as potent as other joint
supplements in stopping inflammatory mediator releases.
If your horse has not previously been prescribed this product and you purchase your first, four weeks supply of one
of Ceva’s injectable joint treatment products from the eligible range prior to 31 st May 2015, you can claim a Coles /
Myer Gift Card.
How to claim your Coles / Myer Gift Card
1. Retain the receipt from your veterinarian
2. Go to the Ceva website: www.ceva.com.au/
3. Click on the “Equine Joint Health Promotion” button
4. Read the Terms and Conditions
5. Download and complete the redemption form and return it to Ceva by fax, mail or email
Contact the practice now on 94361699 or 98440781 to learn more

Puppy school
Do you have a new puppy that is between the age of 8-16 weeks old ? If so, then the Yarrambat Vet Hospital holds a
puppy class. The class is run by Adele who is a Delta Qualified Instructor and has had many years
experience in training puppies and older dogs. The class is held on a Tuesday night and runs for 5
weeks. It is important to learn how to teach your puppy good behaviour by using positive
reinforcement. Between the ages of 8 and 16 weeks of age is a very important stage in your puppies
life. This age is what will shape your puppies future. Please call Yarrambat Vet Hospital on 94361699

if you would like any further information.

Bring your horse into the clinic at Yarrambat
Did you know you can bring your horse into the clinic at Yarrambat. We have stables, square yards,
paddocks, horse crush with foal area and a round yard. By bringing your horse into the clinic it can save
you money as the consult fee is reduced and there is no travel fee. If you pay at time of consultation we will
also give you a 10% discount.

Emergency Vet on call every night after hours
We would like to let everyone know that we have an emergency vet on after hours call every day of the week and
public holidays. Please call 9436 1399 if you have an emergency. This could be large animal or small animal. Our
vets can come out to you or meet you at our North Warrandyte or Yarrambat Clinic.

SEPARATION ANXIETY
We breed dogs to be our close companions. Because of this, the majority of dogs prefer the company of people over
other dogs and as a species they are better at reading human body languages then chimpanzees (and probably
people) !
Unfortunately, although many of us would like to, we cannot spend all of our time with our doggy friends. Work
and social commitments frequently mean our dogs need to spend time on their own, whether it is for brief periods
or the entire day. Normal dogs cope fine with time alone, usually spending the hours resting or sleeping. Some dogs
with anxiety do not cope well with being on their own- they become very distressed and may even panic.
Signs that your dog may suffer from separation anxiety include destructive behaviour, house soiling, barking,
pacing and salivating. Sometimes it is obvious that this is occurring if the dog is creating a mess or the neighbours
are complaining. At other times it is not so easy to diagnose because the behaviour occurs only when you are not
there. If you are worried that your dog suffers from separation anxiety, set up a video camera or webcam and record
what they are doing when you are absent. You may be surprised.
Separation anxiety can be successfully managed by tackling the problem from a variety of angles. In severe cases,
medication may be necessary, particularly if your dog is becoming so distressed that they are panicking.
Providing enjoyable activities for your dog while they are on their own can be useful – we call this environmental
enrichment. Use toys and food to keep them occupied. You can use commercial food dispensing devices such as
Kong Wobblers or Buster Cubes, make your own challengers, freeze food in ice blocks or hide and scatter food
around your house and garden. Use your imagination or the internet for inspiration and provide new challengers
for your dog each day.
Try to encourage more independent behaviour by changing the way you interact with your dog. Make departures
and arrivals low key – it is fine to greet or say goodbye to your dog but do not make these events big occasions by
becoming excited or playing. Structure interactions with your dogs by ignoring attention seeking behaviour – it is
fine to pat, cuddle and play with your dog but make sure you initiate each interaction and ask your dog to perform
a calm, simple behaviour first, such as a sit.
Obtaining a second dog only occasionally helps a dog that is suffering from separation anxiety – most dogs that
suffer from the condition will not be comforted by the presence of another dog. If you want to find out if another
dog will help, trial it first by “borrowing” a dog for a period – volunteer to look after a friend or family members
dog while they are on holidays.
If you are concerned that your dog is suffering from separation anxiety, we can help. Book an appointment with one
of our vets and we can discuss possible management options with you.
Written by Vet Kathy MacMillan
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